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State of Arizona
Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology
Geological Survey Branch
845 H. Park Ave., Tucson, Arizona 85719
(602) 626-2733

June 18, 1982

Dr. Harold LeFebre
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

„ 8206290175 820b18
< PDR ADOCK 05000528:*, ~ 'DR j

RE: Investigations of scarp-like features near the Hassayampa River,
in the vicinity of the Palo Verde Nuclear Power Plant Site, Arizona

Dear Dr. LeFebre:

This memorandum summarizes progressive studies conducted along a series
of anomalous scarp-like features located near the Hassayampa River, 15 km.
northeast of the Palo Verde Nuclear Power Plant Site in south-central
Arizona. Preliminary work — including photointerpretation, aerial over-
flight, and reconnaissance ground field checks — suggested a probable to
possible fault origin for the scarps; however, subsequent trenches excavated
across the features have demonstrated conclusively that the scarps have re-
sulted from nontectonic erosional processes.

Christopher M. Menges, Research Geologist for the Arizona Bureau of Geology
and Mineral Technology, originally identified the Hassayampa scarps as
anomalous geomorphic features during regional photointerpretation of black-
and-white high-altitude (U2) aerial photography (nominal scale, 1:125,000)
in January, 1982, as part of a statewide survey of Quaternary faulting in
Arizona funded by the U. S. Geological Survey. Menges and his co-worker,
Philip Pearthree, first field-checked the Hassayampa features on April 30,
1982, during a 2-week field -trip to suspected fault scarps throughout
western and central Arizona. Finally, Menges flew over the scarps in low-
sun angle light in a fixed-wing aircraft on May 25, 1982.

These preliminary reconnaissance field investigations along the anomalous
features provided data suggestive, although not diagnostic, of a fault
origin for the Hassayampa scarps. These data included: linear, continuous
topographic scarps oriented oblique and/or transverse to local drainage
throughout much of their extent; approximately the same surface, as
indicated by relative degree of soil and pavement development, above and
below many of the topographic scarps; disruption of drainage and local
sedimentation (i.e., channel deflection'and sediment ponding) at or adja-
cent to the scarps. However, certain characteristics of the scarps appeared
ambiguous and anomalous, especially relative to other well documented fault
scarps in Arizona (e.g.,their position within a pediment, nestled among

inselbergs; an unusual funnel-shaped graben-like areal pattern; and an
overall orientation subparallel to the general direction'of adjacent pied-
mont drainage). Based upon the combined evidence at the time, Menges and
Pearthree tentatively classified the Hassayampa features as probable (later
changed to possible) fault scarps and thus notified the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. This action was further motivated by the fact that both
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the degree of soil development on the scarp-related surfaces and scarp
morphologies themselves suggested a late Pleistocene age (probably 50,000
years) for'scarp formation, and thus they would likely represent capable
faults if tectonic in origin.

On May 27, Menges notified Dr. Harold LeFebre of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission about his findings. LeFebre subsequently alerted the Palo
Verde licensing board and the Arizona Public Service Power Company (APS),
which is the corporation responsible for the safety, construction and
operation of the Palo Verde Plant. APS in turn notified John Scott, their
consulting geologist, concerning the Hassayampa scarps. Scott responded
initially with his own aerial and ground reconnaissance studies of the
features between June 4-6, and subsequently contacted Menges on'une 7.
The two exchanged their preliminary data and interpretations in the office
that afternoon, and jointly visited the area the following day, June 8.
Scott emphasize'd the ambiguities of the features, asserting them to be
nontectonic in origin. On the other hand, Menges focused on the character-
istics suggestive of faulting, while acknowledging the uncertainties. How-
ever, both agreed that the quickest and most reliable method to resolve the
question of origin was to place exploratory trenches across the features.

Consequently, APS, in conjunction with Scott and Menges, excavated two back-
hoe trenches across two of the more anomalous scarps on June 12-13. The
trenches ranged 100 to 225 feet in length and 13 to 15 feet in depth. These
trenches-are being logged for APS by ERTECH, an enginee'ring geology firm.
Trench wall exposures unambiguously have indicated that the scarps are non-
tectonic in origin, a conclusion based primarily on the continuity across
the scarps of 3 to' .well-defined subsurface stratigraphic deposits. Both
Menges and Scott agree with this essential result of the trenching.

Secondly, the trenches have provided additional data on'he formation
mechanism of the scarps which accommodates the formerly anomalous featur'es
of'the preliminary studies. 'One scarp has been cut by a nearby channel.
The other trenched scarp appears to be-a relict paleoslope, as indicated by
a late-Pleistocene soil which extends continously along the scarp from the
upper to lower surface soils. 'The following sequence of geomorphic events
for scarp formation fits"all available surface and subsurface data:

1. Deposition in late Pleistocene time (55-100,000 years, based
on estimates from soil development) of the primary surficial
deposit which forms the'pper surface for all scarps;

2. Formation of'the observed scarp in the late Pleistocene (80-30,000
years, based on the scarp soil) by linear downcutting and/or
lateral cutting along a channel system no longer present;

3.'ubsequent alteration'and diversion of'this local piedmont
drainage network from its former position at the base of the
scarp (events probably triggered by stream capture from tribu-
taries of the adjacent Hassayama River;
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4. A latest-Pleistocene to Holocene interval of'lope degradation
and stabilization, followed by soil formation, which produced
the presently observed geomorphic and soil-stratigraphic
characteristics of'the scarp.

Generally similar sequences of nontectonic events appear to explain the
formation of'the other anomalous features of'the Hassayampa scarp system,
as originally defined.

In summary, the exploratory trenches indicate that the Hassayampa scarps
are nontectonic in origin and they provide data which suggests a plausible
alternative mechanism of'carp formation'apable of" explaining all of theirs
characteristics. Menges and Scott concur with these essential conclusions
of the trenching operations.

Sincerely,

Christopher M. Menges
Research Assistant

CMM:eb

cc: John Scott
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